DATA 8
Fall 2020

Tutoring Section 15
Classification and Final Review
Slides by Kevin Miao

Logistics
● A u-GSI might be joining our section at any point to
evaluate me
● Project Parties (Zoom links on Piazza):
○ Tues 12/1 7-8pm
○ Wed 12/2 8-9pm
● On my website, you will find a list of exam questions
categorized per topic so you can practice
○ Remember,
■ Study smart, not hard!

Today
● Classification, Decision Boundaries and the ML
Paradigm
● [Review] Pick one:
○ Hypothesis Testing/Inference
○ A/B Testing
○ Regression Inference

Worksheet
Link: https://tinyurl.com/d8tutweek15

Classification
● Two main problems in ML
○ I want to predict a number given inputs
■ Linear Regression (Last couple of weeks)
○ I want to predict a category given inputs
■ Classification
● Example 1: Can we predict whether a person has cancer
based on their lifestyle, lab results?
● Example 2: Can we predict whether a person will end up
buying a certain product on a webshop based on their
behavior?

Classification
● To create a classifier, we need:
○ Data/Observations: Data where we both have the classes and
○

features
Attributes: Characteristics of an individual. Categorical variables will
be denoted with 1s and 0s.
Population: A larger group of individuals which we try to predict

○
● ML Paradigm:
○ Training Data: Practice Exam with access to solutions
○ Testing Data: Final Exam where we only have access to the
○

solutions after we apply our classifier to it.
Typical Split: 80/20 for Training/Test

testing data in order to alidate the classifier s acc rac A t pical training and
testing proportion split might be

Q1-2
Practice Problems

 S e and A er are deciding on hich kind of nearest neighbors classifier the ant
to se A er sa s that sing a larger n mber of neighbors ill al a s res lt in more
acc rate predictions S e disagrees Who is right and h
Hint Think abo t hat happens hen e ha e a data set ith n points and e se an
n nearest neighbors classifier

. Train/Test Split

 In order to make the model as accurate as possible, should we use all of our data to
train the model?

 How should we split our data into training and testing sets? Why?

 In order to make the model as accurate as possible, should we use
train the model?

 What would happen if we used 0 of the data for training, and 0
much data do you think should be in the training set?

for testing? How

Q3
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H po he i Te ing Infe ence Re ie

Hypothesis Testing
H po he i Te ing Infe ence Re ie
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Hypothesis Testing
 State a null and alternative h pothesis to see whether the roulette game is biased
towards red
Null H pothesis
Alternative H pothesis

 With our alternative h pothesis in mind choose a test statistic and calculate its
observed value Your test statistic should be large for data favoring the alternative
h pothesis
Test Statistic

Observed Value

 Complete the function 
simulates pla ing the game

_ i _i _30_ga e () which takes in no arguments and
times and returns the proportion of wins when ou guess red

Hypothesis Testing
Observed Value

 Complete the function 
simulates pla ing the game
ever time
def

_ i _i _30_ga e () which takes in no arguments and
times and returns the proportion of wins when ou guess red

_ i

_i _30_ga e ():
i
= ____________________________________________
hi
_ga e = ___________________________________________
_ i
= ______________________________________________
e
___________________________________________________

 Complete the code below to simulate an empirical distribution of the test statistic using
iterations storing the statistics in an arra called  i
a ed_ a i ic 
i
f

a ed_ a i ic = a e_a a ()
i i ____________________:
_ i = ________________________________________________
i
a ed_ a i ic = ____________________________________
 Write a line of code to calculate the p value

i

a ed_ a i ic = a e_a a ()
i i ____________________:
_ i = ________________________________________________
i
a ed_ a i ic = ____________________________________

Hypothesis Testing

f

 Write a line of code to calculate the p value
 Suppose ou find a p value of
a p value cutoff of

What do ou conclude about the null h pothesis at

A/B Testing
A B Testing
We are e amining the eights of a population of cats and dogs You are given a random
sample from this population stored in the table  e  hich has t o columns The first
column  A
a
contains a string either  Ca  or  D
 The second column
We
contains the eights of each of the animals in pounds as floats You notice that
the average eight of dogs in our sample is pounds heavier than the average eight of
cats in our sample
 State a null and alternative h pothesis to see if dogs eigh more than cats on average in
the population
Null H pothesis

Alternative H pothesis

column  A
a
contains a string either  Ca  or  D
 The second column
We
contains the eights of each of the animals in pounds as floats You notice that
the average eight of dogs in our sample is pounds heavier than the average eight of
cats in our sample

A/B Testing

 State a null and alternative h pothesis to see if dogs eigh more than cats on average in
the population
Null H pothesis

Alternative H pothesis

 With our alternative h pothesis in mind choose a test statistic and calculate its
observed value Your test statistic should be large for data favoring the alternative
h pothesis
Test Statistic
Observed Value
 Complete the function  e_
ff ed_ ab e_
and returns one value of the test statistic
def

e_

ffed_ ab e_

a ():

a () hich takes in no arguments

h pothesis

A/B Testing

Test Statistic

Observed Value
 Complete the function  e_
ff ed_ ab e_
and returns one value of the test statistic

a () hich takes in no arguments

def

e_
ffed_ ab e_ a ():
f_ ab e = ____________________________________________
f_ e
= __________________________________________
f_ b _
_ e
= _________________________________
ed_
_ ea = _____________________________________
d _ ea = ______________________________________________
ca _ ea = ______________________________________________
e
__________________________________________________
 Complete the belo code to simulate an empirical distribution of
test statistics
under the assumptions of the null h pothesis
d ff
f

=

a e_a a ()
.a a ge(5000):
d ff = ________________________________________________
d ff = _______________________________________________

 Write a line of code to calculate our p alue

A/B Testing
d ff
f

=

a e_a a ()
.a a ge(5000):
d ff = ________________________________________________
d ff = _______________________________________________

 Write a line of code to calculate our p alue
_ a

e = _________________________________________________

 Suppose ou find a p alue of

What do ou conclude at a p alue cutoff of

Regression Inference
You take a sample of Data students and ask them about their dail consumption of coffee
and their midterm e am scores Assume ou are gi en a table 
de
 ith the columns
c
 and  c e The column c
 contains the dail consumption of coffee and  c e
contains the midterm e am score for each student from the sample You perform linear
regression and find a slope of
points per cup of coffee Stephanie is considering bu ing
coffee for her discussion to increase their scores but is not sure if this ill ork
 State a null and alternati e h pothesis to see hether this slope as due to randomness
in our sample

_ a

e = _________________________________________________

Regression

 Suppose ou find a p alue of

What do ou conclude at a p alue cutoff of

Regression Inference
You take a sample of Data students and ask them about their dail consumption of coffee
and their midterm e am scores Assume ou are gi en a table 
de
 ith the columns
c
 and  c e The column c
 contains the dail consumption of coffee and  c e
contains the midterm e am score for each student from the sample You perform linear
regression and find a slope of
points per cup of coffee Stephanie is considering bu ing
coffee for her discussion to increase their scores but is not sure if this ill ork
 State a null and alternati e h pothesis to see hether this slope as due to randomness
in our sample
Null H pothesis
Alternati e H pothesis

c
 and  c e The column c
 contains the dail consumption of coffee and  c e
contains the midterm e am score for each student from the sample You perform linear
regression and find a slope of
points per cup of coffee Stephanie is considering bu ing
coffee for her discussion to increase their scores but is not sure if this ill ork

Regression

 State a null and alternati e h pothesis to see hether this slope as due to randomness
in our sample
Null H pothesis
Alternati e H pothesis
 Write a function 
e that takes in a table  b  and returns the slope of the
least squares line using the first column to predict alues of the second column
def

e( b ):
= _____________________________________________________
= _____________________________________________________
_
= __________________________________________________
_
= __________________________________________________
= _____________________________________________________
e = _________________________________________________

e

e

 Complete the code to generate

bootstrap resample slopes and then calculate a

Regression
e

e

 Complete the code to generate
bootstrap resample slopes and then calculate a
confidence interval for the slope Assume the function 
e( b ) has been implemented
correctly

f

e = _____________________________________________________
i i ____________________:
e a
e_
e = _________________________________________
e = _________________________________________________

ef _e d = ___________________________________________________
igh _e d = __________________________________________________
i e a = ake_a a ( ef _e d, igh _e d)
 Suppose you find the confidence interval
,
What do you conclude about your
hypotheses at a p value cutoff of
What about at a p value cutoff of
What about at a
p value cutoff of

 Your friend who hasn t taken Data looks at your result and asks you what the
confidence interval means Which one of the following is a correct response

 Suppose you find the confidence interval
,
What do you conclude about your
hypotheses at a p value cutoff of
What about at a p value cutoff of
What about at a
p value cutoff of

Regression

 Your friend who hasn t taken Data looks at your result and asks you what the
confidence interval means Which one of the following is a correct response
a
b
c

For
of students, there is a relationship between coffee consumption and midterm
score
There is a
probability that the true slope is between
and
There is a
probability that our sampling process and the code above produces
an interval that contains the true slope

Thank You
● This was our last tutoring section. You did it! 🎉
● Finals:
○ I believe in you! Good Luck. An exam guide is on my website
● After Data 8:
○ Become involved with course staff!
■ Lab Assistant, Tutor, TA
○ Take cool ML/Stats classes
● It was an honor to meet you all! Feel free to stay in touch with
me/each other (LinkedIn/Social Media) and feel free to always
email me if you have any questions.

